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Overview

● An English Language Learner, or ELL, is a 
student who has the opportunity to receive 
instruction in English, in addition to taking other 
classes. ELLs are tested every year to help 
teachers understand their language skills, but 
parents/guardians have the right to accept or 
decline language support.

● The ACCESS assessment was administered in 
February and March of 2020.

● Students are assessed in the following areas:
■ Listening
■ Speaking
■ Reading
■ Writing

● Those areas combine to create summative scores 
in:
■ Oral Language 
■ Literacy 
■ Comprehension 
■ Overall Score
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What is ACCESS for ELL?
● Establishes when multilingual learners have attained English language proficiency 

according to state criteria
● Informs decisions about program entry and exit
● Informs classroom instruction and assessment

○ Which domains teachers should focus on
○ What the WIDA ELD standards say about students’ current proficiency levels
○ How teachers can scaffold using the next level up

● Monitors student progress by comparing current scores to previous scores



+Rubrics in each domain are 
used to guide scoring 
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Students Assessed

Grade Level # of Students 
Assessed

Average Overall 
Proficiency Level 

Score

Kindergarten 14 3.99

1st Grade 14 3.94

2nd - 5th Grade 10 3.97



ACCESS for ELL SubTest Results
CORE ELEMENT K 1 2-5

Oral Language 4.66 4.76 4.2

Literacy 3.6 3.75 3.82

Comprehension 4.7 5.15 4.82

Total Proficiency Score 3.99 3.94 3.97

Summative scores are calculated as follows:
■ Oral Language (50% Listening and 50% Writing)
■ Literacy (50% Reading and 50% Writing)
■ Comprehension (70% Reading and 30% Listening)

Total Proficiency Scores  are calculated as follows:
● 35% Reading
● 35% Writing
● 15% Listening
● 15% Speaking
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Moving Forward

■ Our ESL teachers now use the data to inform instruction.
  

■ 15 students exited the ELL program based on the scores 
achieved on the Spring administration (a minimum score 
of 4.5 is required for exiting). 

■ 18 students have entered the ELL program based on meeting 
entry criteria. 


